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Book Reviews 
Tbe Sister Arts: The Tradition of Literary Pictorialism and English Poetry 
from Dryden to Gray by Jean H. Hagstrum. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1958. Plates. Pp. xxii + 338. $7.50. 
Today the phrase ut pictura poesis belongs mainly to historians of the arts and 
of criticism; but there was a time when it reverberated with practical meaning 
for painters and poets and for theorists of both arts. From the day of Leonardo's 
Paragone until the beginning of the nineteenth century, the old phrase, pulled 
somewhat roughly from its context in Horace's Ars Poetica, served almost auto-
matically as the motto of scores of essays, poems, and treatises on the sisterhood 
of the arts, giving what appeared to be the sanction of antiquity to any effort at 
tracing out the correspondences between painting and poetry. Sometimes the 
results that came out under its banner were so general and fragmentary as to be 
insignificant; for some writers it was enough to assert gracefully that the arts 
were affectionate sisters and then move on, leaving the baser work of demon-
stration to others. But often the comparison of one art with another was treated 
with genuine solidity and seriousness, as a liberal exercise with its own intrinsic 
interest, or as a means of clearing up difficult issues such as that of imitation, 
or ~s a possible clue to fresh resources for the practicing artist. "It is by the 
analogy that one art bears to another," said Sir Joshua Reynolds in his Seventh 
Discourse, "that many things are ascertained, which either were but faintly seen, 
or, perhaps, would not have been discovered at all, if the inventor had not 
received the first hints from the practice of a sister art on a similar occasion." 
This may be taken as a characteristic opinion, and in itself a sufficient explanation 
for the power of suggestion in such a tag as ut pictura poesis~ or its companion 
from Simonides, "Painting is silent poetry, and poetry a speaking picture." But 
in the face of constant theoretical assurances about the sisterhood of the two 
arts, especially during the period from Dufresnoy's De Arte Graphica (1637) to 
Reynolds' Discou1"Ses, a reader is bound to ask himself just how much of this is a 
critical game, and how much is really operative in the painting and poetry of 
the time. To what extent were painters and poets influenced in their own work-
shops by the "parallels" that they knew from traditional and modern sources? 
Much has already been written on this many-sided topic-enough to show that 
more should be useful. Professor Hagstrum's book is an attempt to meet the 
question (or the literary half of it) directly, by examining the pictorial elements 
in the work of five poets-Dryden, Pope, Thomson, Collins, and Gray-against 
the background of their lmown acquaintance with painting and painters, their 
theoretical views if they expressed any, and their use of various pictorial and 
" iconic" conventions. 
The first half of the book is devoted to the tradition of literary pictorialism, 
ranging from the ancient "iconic" poem and the rhetorical ideal of enargeia 
("the vivid and lifelike reproduction in verbal art of natural detail") through 
medieval and Renaissance conceptions of the pictorial, and ending in the qualified 
rejection of pictorialism by Lessing and Burke. The story is intricate and full 
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of great names-Homer, Horace and Plutarch, Dante and Ariosto, Spenser and 
Shakespeare, not to mention a host of others-and Professor Hagstrum tries to 
keep the most significant painters involved in the scene as well. In view of the 
scope and learning of these initial chapters, it is unfortunate that the principal 
emotion they arouse is impatience. There is a persistent shifting of focus; a 
reader does not yet know what he is being asked to regard as centrally important 
for the study of the poets in Part Two who are ostensibly the subject of the 
book, and it is plainly impossible to take everything in the historical panorama 
as equally significant. The continuity is disturbingly cut up by tangential im-
pressions and incidental analogies, so that the relations among the many sug-
gested points of contact between poetry and painting are left blurred and 
insubstantial. Despite the summary of theoretical ground-rules for the book that 
Professor Hagstrum offers on pp. xxi-xxii, one has the uneasy sensation that 
concepts are often being manipulated in such a way as to avoid difficult questions, 
and that the definition of even such a crucial term as "pictorial" lacks con-
sistency, since at different places it is made responsible for so many different things. 
When a reader comes to the assertion on p. 157 that "The word 'pictorial,' 
as it has been used in these pages, is a general term that includes the critical 
notion of enargeia, the genre of iconic verse, particular image, and total form-
everything, in fact, that ,ve have discussed from antiquity to the eighteenth 
century," he must be hard pressed to interpret that" everything," or to see how 
a concept so capacious is going to yield any very distinct results. 
Though Professor Hagstrum finds that all five of the poets of Part Two 
shared an appreciative understanding of the tradition of ut pictura poesis, an 
informed interest in painting, and a commitment to pictorialism in their own 
work, he has a ,veIl-justified objection to studies of the interrelations of the arts 
that are dedicated mainly to a pursuit of the Zeitgeist, and his own study is 
largely free of that tendency. The little that appears is confined to such collective 
formulas as "the Renaissance" and "the eighteenth century," which arc so con-
venient as to be almost unavoidable. But restraint in this quarter is pretty well 
offset by license in another, in such a passage as tIns from the end of the chapter 
on Pope: 
One entire side of Dryden's imagination can be illuminated by a com-
parison with Rubens, who is not consistently congenial to the genius of 
Pope. Rubens is of course occasionally relevant, but Pope's scene is so 
endlessly varied that no single painter and no single school within the 
large tradition can claim dominant rights. The "Rape of the Lock" 
suggests the grace of Correggio; "Windsor Forest" has Claude-like 
moments; "Eloisa" recalls Salvator Rosa. The "Temple of Fame" 
alternately reminds us of classical marbles, Bernini, Raphael, and perhaps 
also of the Farnese ceiling of Annibale Carracci. 
Perhaps; it would be a bold man who would say categorically that these are 
false lights. But it is in part tlns atmosphere of lax association, the reliance upon 
being "reminded" of one thing by another, as though reminiscence established 
some firm and consequential connection between a painting and a poem, that 
damages a reader's confidence in the theoretical logic of the book. 
For all that, the five chapters on the poets from Dryden to Gray contain rich 
stores of information, and turn up many useful correlations with the tradition of 
r 
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the speaking picture. Of these, the one with the longest history is the "iconic" 
poem, to use Professor Hagstrum's name for it. This is a poem that describes or 
interprets or even emulates the effect of a particular work of graphic art, real 
or imaginary. Such poetry constitutes a litde genre of its own, with a grand 
prototype in Homer's famous description of the shield of Achilles, bur with more 
modest examples from the Greek Anthology and elsewhere to supply most of 
its conventional features. Typically, an iconic poem celebrates the vividness of 
a painting or a statue in which the figures have such life in them that they 
seem to think and speak; sometimes the poem is in part the imagined utterance 
of such figures. The poem mayor may not pile up sensory detail in an effort 
to create a comparable vividness in words. Instead, the point may be to furnish 
a poetical pendant, a sort of formal inscription, for the original. Professor 
Hagstrurn has drawn together an instructively large collection of poems belonging 
to this tradition, and has shown their affiliations with the epigram, the emblem, 
and the masque; and one encounters such poems and passages in Michelangelo, 
Spenser, Marino, and Jonson, as well as in Dryden, Pope, and Gray, with a 
satisfactory feeling that they take on tone from their participation in a minor 
but attractive convention. 
With another long-standing convention the results are less persuasive: namely, 
the" gallery" device for organizing a poem. Under this metaphor, a long poem 
might be viewed as a picture gallery containing a number of set pieces, whether 
portraits, landscapes, or histories. Marino and Pierre Ie Mayne are cited as having 
made deliberate use of this device, and Marvell's "Gallery" provides a small 
but apt illustration; later on, the idea comes in for brief mention in the best 
essay in the book, the chapter on Thomson. It is less compelling, though still 
within bounds, to find "Absalom and Achitophel" advanced into the pictorial 
category as a gallery of portraits. But when Professor Hagstrum proposes that 
the "Rape of the Lock" might best be seen in the same way-that it is not so 
much a mock-heroic narrative with supporting pictures as a 'Picture gallery with 
some supporting narrative links-one can only say that this is too much of a good 
thing. The sisterhood of poetry and painting need not be bought at so dear a price. 
It would be barbarous to close so brief a review as this without ac1mowledging 
that it is far from just to the range of materials in the book and the impressiveness 
of its learning. The critical shortcomings have been stressed here because they 
are pervasive and color all the findings from first to last: the book is not for 
tyros. But for students of the historical inter-relations of the arts it should be a 
valuable challenge, since there is no other work in the field so comprehensive 
and so full of things that have to be remembered. 
BREWSTER ROGERSON 
Kansas State College 
Selected Essays by Robert Penn Warren. New York: Random House, 1958. 
Pp. xiii + 305. $4.00. 
This is a hamper of old essays and reviews, including much that is well worth 
reprinting, if not quite a volume of selected essays. The longest and most im-
portant essay is the one on The Ancient Mariner, which has been so widely 
discussed and attacked, and most of the remainder deal with contemporary writers 
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of fiction. As the author himself suggests, they do not represent a consistent 
philosophy of criticism, but simply a trained and cultivated intelligence brought 
to hear on a variety of literary problems. Some of the essays date a litde, either 
because the subject does or because the essay is a review of a book that has 
nothing except that book for its context. The essay on Thomas Wolfe, for 
instance, is apparently a contemporary review of Of Time and the River. The 
points made about Wolfe, which move politely in the direction of saying that 
he hasn't any brains, are accurate enough, but they are without benefit of any 
reference to the later You Can't Go Home Again, surely one of the most mindless 
hooks ever written. Similarly the discussion of " Melville the Poct" is hampered 
by being restricted to the Matthiessen selection being reviewed. The opening 
essay, "Pure and Impure Poetry," on the other hand, dates because its subject 
does. There was a good deal of talk about pure poetry some years ago, but it 
never got anywhere: the only pure poet I mow of was the dormouse in Alice 
in Wonderland, who kept saying" tinkle, tinkle" in his sleep until he was shaken 
to make him stop. One may speak of pure oxygen, but hardly of a pure tree 
or a pure weasel, and poetry has more in common with organisms than with 
elements. Mr. Warren struggles valiantly with his theme, saying that poetry 
wants to be pure but poems do not, and making many astute comments about 
various poems on the way, but the unreality of the subject defeats him. 
Of the other essays and reviews, those on Faulkner and Hemingway are well 
rounded and comprehensive: the author knows Faulkner's world, and sets out 
clearly the Romantic components of Herii'ingway's, suggesting a Wordsworthian 
ancestry for his "dumb ox" and a Byronic one for his gallant tough guy. The 
essay on Conrad, based mainly on N ostromo, is perhaps less successful, because 
Hemingway's fiat, two-dimensional, pseudo-primitive settings with their humorous 
(in the Jonsonian sense) characters lend themselves much more easily to exposition 
than Conrad's subtler and solider techniques. The essays on Katherine Anne 
Porter and Eudora Welty are appreciative and impersonal, though the latter is 
so dependent on specific comment that it is hardly independent of the books 
discussed. In the essay on Frost, where quotation is easier, we have some careful 
and well-chosen comments on the imagery, and the fact that the "sleep" of 
"Stopping by Woods" is not just a bed for the night, which so annoyed the 
readers of Mr. Ciardi in the Saturday Review recently, is illustrated by having 
similar poems placed beside it. 
In the essay on The Ancient Mariner, I have no difficulty with Mr. Warren's 
actual analysis of the poem, or with his account of Coleridge's use of the sun 
and moon imagery. I am less happy with the attempts to state in words what 
the central themes of the poem are (or are "about"), as I am not sure that this 
is a valid critical procedure. When Mr. Warren says that the poem is written 
out of, and about, a general belief "That the truth is implicit in the poetic act 
as such, that the moral concern and the aesthetic concern are aspects of the. same 
activity, the creative activity, and that this activity is expressive of the whole 
mind" (italicized in the original) I do not find him as convincing as he is when 
he is talking about the symbolic convergence of wind, bird and moon imagery. 
The conclusion is a finely argued attack on the intentional fallacy, pointing out 
that the only thing the poet intends is to make a poem, that the legitimate question 
is "What does this poem say here?" and not U What did the poet mean by 
this?" and that interpretations are not things, to be got by one reader and 
r 
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"missed" by another. The more theoretical discussion of Coleridge's conception 
of symbolism is more tenuous. Certain essential points are made, such as Cole-
ridge's extraordinary anticipations of the theory of the unconscious symbolism of 
dreams, which are of much relevance, however much later expressed, to a poem 
so dreamlike as The Ancient A1.ariner. But Mr. Warren seems preoccupied with 
the pseudo-problem, set up by other critics, of the amount of serious meaning 
that is consistent with a fantastic theme. The essay is overlong, tackles too 
many side issues, and is, with its long footnotes, cumbersome to read, but it 
remains in its core an essential and illuminating discussion of a great poem. 
NORTHROP FRYE 
University of Toronto 
Poetic Discourse by Isabel C. Hungerland. University of California Publications 
in Philosophy, Volume 33. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Cali-
fornia Press, 1958. Pp. iv + 177. $3.00. 
Isabel C. Hungerland devotes the first chapter of Poetic Discourse to a number 
of basic questions involving language and poetry: what is the difference between 
poetic discourse and scientific discourse? What is connotation and how does it 
function in poetic discourse? What is etpotion and what is the quality of emotion 
evoked by poetry? What is the nature and function of tone in poetry? 
Forcefully rejecting a dichotomy between descriptive language and emotive 
language as well as "the notion that the logical ideals of classification and division, 
as set forth in the textbooks, should be attained" (p. 5) in defining the language 
of poetic discourse, Dr. Hungerland concludes that "poetry cannot be char-
acterized in terms of any kind of linguistic meaning or device peculiar to it" 
(p. 7). There is not a special language for poetry though there have been 
periods in literary history when critics thought there was and some poets followed 
the critics' thinking. 
Dr. Hungerland draws a useful and valid distinction between word connota-
tions and word associations: connotation results from "shared experience," asso-
ciation from the individual's experience, which mayor may not be idiosyncratic. 
Words in isolation have connotations as well as associations, but it must be 
recognized that context may powerfully control connotation. "The suggestive 
power of language, the power that links objects to contexts, is rightly regarded 
as the chief means by which literature depicts and evokes emotion" (p. 18). 
Though lacking some of the clarity of other parts of her discussion, Dr. 
Hungerland's treatment of emotion leads to a number of interesting and valid-
though by no means new-conclusions. Emotion in literarure is evoked "by 
depicting characters living in a certain way in certain situations" (p. 20). The 
reader undergoes not "participator emotions" but "spectator emotions"j the 
distinction indicates quite validly the difference between the emotions depicted 
and those experienced by the reader. Rather than positing an absolute, qualitative 
difference between the emotions evoked by " real life " situations and those evoked 
by literature, Dr. Hungerland points for" aesthetic emotions" to a lessening or 
truncating of the tendencies to action stimulated by "real life" emotions. She 
concludes that there are not two species of emotions but rather at times-and only 
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at times-certain differences between "aesthetic emotions" and those scimulatGd 
by reality. One cail be stimulated to giving financial aid to remedy a social abuse 
by reading a factual newspaper account or by reading a particularly moving 
short story or poem dealing with the same abuse. On the other hand, one is 
not moved to Jull Othello for the jealousy that resulted in Desdemona's murder; 
the sane spectator docs not conf usc reality with the world of the stage. But, 
Dr. Hungcrland would maintain, the emotion aroused by an Othello in "real 
life" and that aroused by him on the stage arc essentially the same, though one 
might lead to action and the other not. 
Particularly valuable for college teachers of poetry who may want to quote 
"authority" in their inevitable attempts to dissuade their undergraduates from 
insisting that a poem means whatever the reader wants it to mean or whatever 
the reacler's "free associations" touched off by words in the poem seem to make 
it mean is the following statement: "In a poem, associations are not' free' (con-
trolled only by a reader's unconscious problems, mood, background, and so on), 
because a poem is not a word list-it is a structure of phrase, clause, sentence. 
It is part of the poet's craft to control the direction of suggestion and evocation 
in the composition of the various linguistic units employed" (p. 26). Dr. Hunger-
land also takes exception to the idea that verbal ambiguities should be elevated 
"into a universal criterion of excellence" -an idea that has sent many an under-
graduate on a wild goose chase resulting in utterly undemonstrable readings of 
a poem. 
Chapter I concludes with a discussion of tone and the elements involved in 
both its creation by the poet and its recognition by the reader. The whole 
discllssion might have been made more meaningful and valuable by a much more 
extensive analysis of Yeats' "Her Praise," which is only briefly touched on. 
Chapter II, "Literature as an Art: Poetry and Truth," while pointing out 
that" the medium of poetry is living language" (p. 43) and not a special kind 
of language, also recognizes that the paraphrasable meaning of a poem is not the 
poem. It is not necessary, nevertheless, to assume that the essence of a poem is 
something to be dealt with only through some hind of mystic super-vision. Dr. 
Hungerland conceives of a poem much as did Coleridge: "The interrcIation 
of all [its] features and workings of language is what makes the poem" (p.43). 
It is subject to various kinds of analysis, of which not the least is paraphrase. 
Much of the rest of the chapter is devoted to a discussion of whether the 
poet-or literary writer, in general-has a special kind of knowledge about men 
and life. Dr. I-Iungerland concludes that there is "a common requirement for 
the art of writing and the science of psychology, and that is, perception beyond 
the routine and habitual of human beings in action" (p. 56). Literature can make 
the psychological theorist aware of previously neglected qualities of human 
behavior, but it docs not formulate « explanatory universal propositions" about 
human behavior. 
Chapter III deals with the ever-fascinating problem of appraisals of literary 
worth. The central weakness in this chapter is not the conclusions that are 
reached but rather the method of reaching them on an almost purely theoretical 
level. The student of literature accustomed to reading literary criticism from 
Aristotle's Poetics on down feels a growing desperation because of the failure to 
supply enough specific, illustrative materials that might have made the discussion 
far more illuminating than it is. Nevertheless, there can be no quarrel with a 
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number of Dr. Hungerland's key statements: ratings of merit may be dissociated 
from personal preference; "there is no single, general rule or definition for 
artistic unity" (p. 77); "appraising objects and performances, whether artistic 
or not, is a matter of rating them on the basis of their having or not having, 
or having in high or low degree, certain characteristics. These characteristics, 
when thus employed, are criteria of worth" (p. 81). Dr. Hungerland refuses to 
accept the view that" there are no 'descriptive' (that is, empirically determin-
able) criteria for art ... " (p. 81). 
Before moving to a statement of her own position, Dr. Hungedand in some 
detail deals with what she calls the Naturalist position and its application to art. 
The position, she feels, is " an oversimplification of the situation in which appraisal 
takes place" (p. 91) and leads to a confusion between the statements "this is 
good" and "I like it." She justifies the use of criteria of artistic merit" by 
referring to the works of art, not to our enjoyment ". (p. 96). This is another 
way of saying, "the criteria of excellence, whatever they may be, are not to be 
confused with the experts' excitement, gratification, satisfaction" (p. 99). 
The chapter concludes with consideration of whether a work of art can be 
appraised as a work of art apart from its moral worth. Can a reader think highly 
of a poem that espouses moral judgments repugnant to the reader? The central 
question is tied to the Bollingen-Library of Congress Award in Poetry to Ezra 
Pound. While admitting the impossibility of dissociating" our likings of works of 
literature" from "the moral outlook of the author," Dr. Hungerland indicates 
the wide range of responses for different people in differing situations to different 
works and posits the need-moral rather than critical-for enlarging our capacities 
for" sympathizing with outlooks different from our own" (p. 104). Whether 
the award of the Bollingen prize to Pound was right is dismissed at the end of 
the chapter as a matter not of aesthetics but of public manners and morals. 
Chapter IV, devoted to a discussion of figurative language, distinguishes figura-
tive from literal statement as follows: "a figurative (sentential) expression is one 
which, when its component words are employed in the usual or customary way, 
turns out to be either a patently false or a nonsensical statement ... " (p. 108). In 
addition, before a violation of language usage can be called a figurative statement, 
it muSt meet two conditions: it must be a deliberate violation and "there must 
be available a paraphrase or literal rendering of the expression in question" 
(p. 110). 
To show that linguistic figures are closely related to human experiences and 
that their use in many kinds of discourse is "neither mysterious nor surprising," 
Dr. Hungerland discusses three kinds of experiences: first, the perceptual ex-
perience of "seeing one tbing as anotber-for example, seeing the side of a hill as 
a human face" (p. 113); second, "treating a as b" when a is different from bi 
and third, allowing a to suggest certain elements of b. All three are common in 
everyday human experience and lead naturally enough to the making of figures 
and to accurate responses to figures (which are once again defined as "a kind 
of linguistic treatment of one thing as another") (p. 115). 
There follows a discussion of the nature of the effectiveness of figures in poetry 
based on four" interrelated features which are mentioned in the literature on the 
subject: concreteness, condensation, suggestiveness, and the thwarting of the 
customary response to language and the releasing of a new response" (p. 119). 
Concreteness in this context comes to mean the power of a figure to focus the 
reader's attention on (and hence to control his response to) just those elements 
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in a statement most relevant to the poet's. intention. Condensation is contrasted 
with the technique of accumulation (as in a Thomas lVIann short story), the 
potentiality of each for achieving artistic excellence being adequately recognized. 
Condensation achieved through figurative language in poetry, however, may 
enable the poet to produce intensity of feeling-a point illustrated through an 
analysis of Robert Frost's" Two Tramps in Mud Time." Suggestiveness and the 
thwarting of customary responses together with the releasing of new ones are 
discussed in their interrelationships and illustrated through analysis of a few well-
lmown lines of Dylan Thomas. 
The concluding-and least rewarding-section of the chapter is devoted to 
imagery, the difficulties in defining it, and its place in poetry. Dr. Hungedand's 
criterion for recognizing imagery is as follows: "poetry contains or has images 
whenever it employs names for concrete, perceptible objects, or words which 
ascribe perceptible characteristics or sensuous qualities to them" (p. 132). Re-
jected as 3 criterion is "whether the language does produce or even just tends 
to produce imagery in the reader" (p. 132). Is there an implication here that 
professors of English should not be concerned with helping their students to 
understand and "see" Keats' "rainbow of the salt sand wave"? 
Chapter V, "Symbols in Poetry," distinguishing between signs and symbols, 
offers the following statement as the basis for the discussion of symbols in poetry: 
" ... in fictional contexts, when we transfer trains of thought and the related 
attitudes and feelings from one object to another, a symbol is established" (p. 
138). It is Dr. Hungerland's contention that this very transference (of trains of 
thought, attitudes, feelings) is the only justification for the use of symbols in art. 
And it follows that symbols need not be concrete objects: anything capable of 
producing the transference may function as a symbol. Dr. Hungerland cites as 
possibilities "rhythmic and sound patterns, the general structure of a plot, and 
even a conventional stanza form ... " (p. 140). 
Because psychoanalysis makes much use of symbols and symbolism, Dr. Hunger-
land devotes a considerable section of the chapter to a discussion of psycho-
analytic theory and shows its relevance in interpreting and evaluating literary 
works. She forcefully and admirably warns against the amateur's use of psycho-
analysis to draw conclusions about an author's personality structure from a study 
of his \vorks and, through a critique of Roy P. Basler's treatment of "The 
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock," shows both the insights to be gained from 
the application of psychoanalytic knowledge to a poem and the limitations of 
such application. Similarly the Jungian" archetypal patterns" are recognized as 
having evocative power but their mere presence in a literary work does not 
guarantee "either a deeply moving experience or a work of artistic merit" 
Cp. 155). 
The brief concluding chapter, "The Interpretation of Poetry," discusses first 
the place of a knowledge of the author's intention in interpreting and evaluating 
a literary work. How does one come to know the author's intention and, when 
it is known, is it to be taken into account in making a critical judgment? After 
demonstrating some of the different ways in which different readers may approach 
a literary work, Dr. Hungerland shows that for some types of reading and 
evaluation the author's intention may be all-important, but for other types it 
may be quite unimportant. She recognizes the author as a "privileged, but not 
authoritative, reader of his work." 
The final section of the chapter investigates some of the problems involved in 
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" reading)) and "interpreting" literary works, but in this crucial area-indeed, 
the area toward which the whole volume leads-Dr. Hungerland is most dis-
appointing. She concludes, in essence, that for any given literary work there 
may be interpretations "which may be said to be wrong or incorrect because 
they require us to make wrong or incorrect readings of the text, outlandish or 
implausible interpretations" requiring" strange, unusual interpretations of what is 
suggested, conveyed, or figured by the language," and finally" a set of alternative 
ways of explaining and seeing the worle, none of which are [sic] wrong or 
implausible or odd-that is to say. they will all fit the work almost equally well " 
(p. 175). Though one may not wish to quarrel with the statement, it does not 
seem an adequate answer to the question raised initially in the chapter: of several 
interpretations of a poem or story or play, which is the" right" one and how 
can we tell? 
Poetic Discourse is a carefully reasoned treatment of a number of major 
critical problems. Though most students of literature would find relatively little 
with which to disagree, they would also find relatively little that is new. Of value 
in the book, however, are Dr. Hungerland's precise accounts throughout of the 
reasoning leading to her several conclusions. Once again it must be said that 
what seems distressingly lacking is sufficient application of the conclusions to 
literary works. 
JAMES R. KREUZER 
Queens College 
An Introduction to the Arts of Japan by Peter Swann. New York: Praeger, 1958. 
Plates. Pp. xi + 220. $8.50. 
A strange aftermath of the defeat and occupation of Japan has been the intense 
interest in the culture of that country, an interest which has resulted in a number of 
books on Japanese art of which this is the most recent. Covering the entire develop-
ment of the art of Japan from the prehistoric beginnings to the end of the Edo 
period, this book, written by a young English scholar who is the curator of the 
Museum of Eastern Art at Oxford University and editor of Oriental Art, is a 
clearly written and comprehensive survey illustrated with one hundred and 
sixty-eight excellent black and white plates and one fine colored frontispiece. 
Unlike Mr. Yashiro in his recent book, Two Tbousand Years of Japanese Art, 
Mr. Swann does not limit himself to painting and sculpture, but includes crafts, 
which adds a great deal to the usefulness of the book. On the other hand, it is 
difficult to see how the author could have left out architecture, for this is the 
very form which has had the greatest influence on our own art, aside from the 
fact that no account of the art of Japan can be complete in which neither 
Horyuji nor the Katsura palace are discussed. Another serious omission is the 
art of the last hundred years (which is referred to only in the closing paragraph), 
for whatever one may think about modern Japanese art, there is no denying that 
the tradition is still vital, and that much of interest continues to be produced. 
Although there is little to quarrel with in this scholarly and carefully written 
book, there are a few statements which are open to question. For example, Mr. 
Swann writes, " Archaeologists are extremely cautious about dating either of these 
cultures [that is, J omon and Yayoi] beyond saying that the stone age lasted 
from about the 10th century B. C. to the beginning of the Christian era. Some 
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scholars, however, place its beginnings much carlier, in the third millenium B. C," 
Although it is true that an accurate dating of these prehistoric cultures is very 
difficult, Japanese scholars working in the field as well as the leading Western 
expert, Professor Edward Kidder, whose recent book on lomon pottery is the 
standard work in English, say that 3000 B. C. is the very last possible date and 
that recent carbon datings would tend to suggest that the J omon civilization 
goes back to 5000 so that it extends over a longer period of time than all the 
rest of the history of that country. 
The following sections of the book dealing with the Buddhist culture of the 
Asuka and Nara periods are particularly good, especially in citing and often 
illustrating the Chinese parallel to the developments in Japan. In the chapters 
on Heian and Kamalmra art, which are generally excellent, there are two points 
where the author gives a false impression. One is that Yamato-e painting is 
almost wholly a development of the Kamalmra period, when the fact is that 
the finest of these scrolls, including the animal caricature scroll which is repro-
duced in the Kamalmra chapter, as well as the fan shaped sutra pictures from 
Shitenno-ji, and the Shigisan Engi scroll, arc all of Heinn date. The other point 
concerns the wooden image of Benzaiten which is discussed as if it were an 
erotic sculpture like those of Hellenistic Greece when actually it was meant to 
be dressed in garments so that the body would not have been seen. 
The longest chapter in the book deals "dth the art of the Edo period. Here the 
author shows his open-mindedness most clearly, for he includes everything from 
Sotatsu to souvenir sketches, Satsuma ware and netsukes, although one cannot help 
but lament the absence of any folk art, a form which was particularly vital during 
this period. Again, there are certain statements with which this reviewer must 
disagree-for example, that most of Kenzan's work "stands near the Chinese 
tradition." Granted that the painting and the plate reproduced show some simi-
larity to Chinese works of a certain type, the fact remains that the pottery for 
which Kenzan has become famous is bold and decorative with bright colors and 
vigorous abstract designs '\vhich arc wholly Japanese and bear no resemblance to 
contemporary Chinese ceramics. Another questionable statement is that the 
many Imari wares of the late 17th century" arc little short of ceramic monstrosi-
ties "; they" deserve the bad name they have among modern connoisseurs, but 
one should remember that they were made entirely to satisfy a European taste 
which the Japanese had shrewdly assessed." Though it is true that much of the 
Imari ware of the late nineteenth century was cheap export ware which can be 
found in curio shops throughout the world, the production of the 17th century, 
\.vhich today is rare and valuable, was mostly of very high quality and is sought 
after by collectors both in Japan and the \Vest. No doubt some of the output 
was intended for export, but the bulk of it was for home consumption and 
expressed the splendid and decorative artistic tendencies of the Genroku period. 
Finally, there arc two curious omissions in the E.do chapter which arc difficult 
to explain in light of the fact that Ukiyo-e and Noh robes are discussed at some 
length, namely Kiyonaga, whom many regard as the best woodcut master, and 
Noh masks which are certainly the finest sculptures of this age. As a whole, 
however, this book is a very fine introduction to Japanese art, and an excellent 
addition to the literature on this subject. 
f\,Te'1.V York State TeaclJers College, 
New Paltz, New York 
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The Third Voice: A10dem British and American Verse Drama by Denis Donoghue. 
Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1959. Pp. 286. $5.00. 
The" third voice 11 is, of course, Mr. Eliot's" voice of the poet when he attempts 
to create a dramatic cha:.;acter speaking in verse," and six of Mr. Donoghue's 
chapters are concerned, quite properly, with Eliot's plays. He dismisses in a few 
pages the plays written by nineteenth century poets and by James and Masefieldj 
he has chapters on Yeats, Auden and Cummings, Fry, Pound's Women of Trachis 
and Eberhart. It is a thoughtful and thought-provoking book, containing some 
valuable insights; and if I concentrate in this review on my points of disagreement 
with Mr. Donoghue, I do not intend my criticisms to detract from this initial 
recommendation. 
Mr. Donoghue begins, as any critic of modern verse drama must, with Ibsen's 
repudiation of verse so that he could devote himself to poetic creation "in the 
plain unvarnished speech of reality," though Ibsen later admitted (which Mr. 
Donoghue does not mention) that his attack on verse was due to a momentary 
irritation. Although most of Ibsen's followers failed to recognize that even in 
the plays of his middle period he was still a poet, the best poetic drama of the 
last eighty years has been in prose-Tchekhov, Strindberg, Yeats' Words on the 
Window Pane, Anouilh, Shaw. Shaw, indeed, in his old age, proclaimed that his 
real masters were Shakespeare, Mozart and Wagner. In spite of which, poet 
after poet has hoped to avoid the mistakes of his predecessors and create viable 
verse drama. They have realised that a. play written in the Elizabethan style is 
bound to be stillborn, and from Eliot's Sweeney Agonistes onwards they have 
attempted in different ways to write verse closer to modem colloquial speech 
and to get away from the shadow of Shakespeare. Eliot himself has gone to 
Everyman, to Aeschylus, to Euripides and Sophocles. Auden, on the other hand, 
assumed that the music hall and the pantomime were more vital forms of theatre 
in our day than drawing-room comedy or problem plays, and he attempted to 
graft poetic drama on them. 
Auden never achieved more than a coterie audience. Nevenheless I think that 
Mr. Donoghue is somewhat unfair to Auden and that he has accepted Leavis' 
view without enough scrutiny. He complains, for example, that some lines 
spoken by Mr. A in The Ascent of F.6 are a weakened version of lines in 
Sweeney Agonistes. Apart from the fact that Auden's lines are rhymed and 
Eliot's not, the rhythms are quite different. Mr. A acts as a chorus; Sweeney is 
a character. Mr. A is a typical commuter, suffering from the boredom of 
respectable life in a modern industrial society; Sweeney is a criminal who suffers 
from a totally different kind of boredom in which life is reduced to birth, 
copulation and death. Anden's first dramatic work, Paid on Both Sides, is unin-
fluenced by Eliot; and though the influence of Eliot is apparent in much of his 
later work, Eliot in his turn was influenced by Auden. Again following Leavis, 
Mr. Donoghue complains that Auden lacks II the organisation corresponding to his 
local vitality," that the characters are ciphers, and that the play has no organic 
coherence. To which one might reply that Auden believed at that time that 
poetic drama should deal with types and symbols rather than II characters" and 
that E. M. Forster, in his brilliant analysis of the play, showed that it was 
organised with considerable skill on several different levels-the adventure story, 
the political satire, the use of vicarious excitement to compensate for suburban 
----------.-~"-.--.- ,~--<--
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boredom, the mother-fixation, and the temptation of leadership. The groundling 
would understand two or three of these meanings, but the more intelligent 
spectator would grasp them all. The real failure of the play-and Mr. Donoghue 
alludes to this also-is that Auden's prose is better than his verse, and that at 
moments where good poetry is required Auden produces Shakespearian pastiche, 
very clever and theatrically disastrous. 
On Eliot's plays Mr. Donoghue has some shrewd things to say. He suggests 
that "the determining flaw in Murder in tbe Cathedral is that the imitation of 
its action is complete at the end of Part One" and he complains that the play 
"consists of a number of expressive segments which are related on the con-
ceptual level" and that" the words seem to operate almost apart from the char-
acter and situation they are designed to serve." I would defend Eliot by saying 
that the resemblances between the style of Ash Wednesday and Thomas' speech 
are not inappropriate or disastrous if one regards the playas ritual rather than 
as pure drama. What is disastrous is the scene in which the prose speeches of 
the Knights destroy the atmosphere of the play for the sake of a contemporary 
moral. I am not objecting to anachronism as such, but to the crude use to which 
it is put. 
Mr. Donoghue treats The Family Reunion as a transitional play and he criticises 
it mainly because the verse differentiates not between individuals but merely 
between groups: 
In The Family Reunion Eliot failed to write an ideal dramatic verse, that 
verse which flexible and pliant, continuously adjusts itself to the slightest 
variation in intensity or tone. 
We may agree with Eliot himself that the lyrical duets in the play are unsatis-
factory; but to my ear the verse does differentiate between Agatha, Mary and 
Harry-and I don't believe that even Shakespeare differentiates between the verse 
used by his characters as much as critics like to pretend. On a minor point, I 
disagree with both Eliot and Mr. Donoghue who think that the Eumenides present 
an impossible problem to the producer. H they are not sbown, there is no real 
problem. 
Tbe Cocktail Party Mr. Donoghue regards as an improvement, and he defends 
the comparatively prosaic verse on the grounds that "a medium whose success 
is measured by the quantity of 'poetry' or 'exalted speech' would be 'in-
tractably poetic' and therefore quite useless for modern verse drama." My 
complaint is rather that most of the play gains nothing from the verse form, and 
that most of it would be better expressed in prose: 
You mow. I'm rather a famous cook. 
I'm going straight to your kitchen now 
And I shall prepare you a nice little dinner 
Which you can have alone. And then we'll leave you. 
Meanwhile, you and Peter can go on talking 
And I shan't disturb you. 
Surely the Elizabethan practice of alternating verse and prose is far more effective. 
Eliot objects to it for a modern poet because such alternation calls attention to 
the verse. We may well agree that an audience today should never be aware 
that it is listening to verse-as, indeed, they are not when they are listening to 
i 
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the mature plays of Shakespeare. The fact that Autolycus or the grave-diggers 
speak in prose does not make Perdita or Hamlet sound "poetical." 
To Mr. Donoghue, Eliot's development towards the verse of The Confidential 
Clerk or The Elder Statesman has been a triumphant one. Certainly, if the sole 
criterion of successful dramatic verse is unobtrusiveness, Eliot deserves our con-
gratulations. It was noteworthy, for example, that when Tbe Elder Statesman 
was first performed at Edinburgh there were a few passages which struck the 
e~r as poetical; but, by the time the play arrived in London, they had all been 
eliminated. The audience was spared that kind of embarrassment. I doubt whether 
Mr. Donoghue is right in thinking that Eliot has been developing his verse on 
" American" lines and that this accounts for the uneasiness displayed by English 
critics. 
Important as the question is to potential dramatists, and grateful as we all must 
be to Eliot for his self-denying pursuit of unobtrusive verse, there are more 
important questions with regard to his last plays. Mr. Donoghue admits, albeit 
umvillingly, that O'Neill was a better dramatist than James: he was also better 
than Eliot. If Eliot had come to the theatre when he was still young, if his 
dramatic experiments had not been interrupted by the war, he might have 
developed into a better dramatist. But even though there is an element of drama 
in his non-dramatic poetry-perhaps in all poetry-he has never, one imagines, 
been greatly interested in other people, his religious views tend to minimize the 
importance of human personality, and he has tried to go "beyond the dramatic" 
(to use his own phrase) without going through the dramatic. He does not 
possess, as every dramatist must, negative capability. He can create a Thomas 
or a Celia because he can speak through them; but most of his characters never 
fully come alive. Several critics have commented on the failure of the aunts 
and uncles in The F amity Reunion, and the more serious failure with the husband 
and wife in The Cocktail Party-it is too easy to contrast sainthood with a parody 
of marriage, and the true contrast would have been with a successful Christian 
marriage. But the characterisation throughout his last two plays is entirely flat. 
A second fault is that of construction. The only one of Eliot's plays with a 
satisfying structure is The Family Reunion. In The Cocktail Party the last act 
is virtually an epilogue; in Tbe Confidential Clerk the farcical plot continually 
works against the deeper meaning; and one has only to compare The Elder 
Statesman with Oedipus at Colonnus, on which it is based, to see how feeble and 
ineffective Eliot's play is. 
Eliot's farcical surface makes his plays theatrically successful on a certain level-
almost a Noel Coward level. The deeper meaning of his later plays passes over 
the heads of the vast majority of the audience-a point which Mr. Donoghue 
does not fully realise. During a performance of The Cocktail Party a young 
woman in front of me gave a running commentary on the play for the benefit of 
her ba:ffied mother. When Celia was sent to the sanatorium, the daughter con-
fidently explained: "You see, she isn't fit to face the responsibilities of adult 
living." The groundlillg may not have fully understood King Lear, but he would 
not have preferred Regan to Cordelia. 
Mr. Donoghue oddly prefers A Full Nloon in A1arch to Purgatory. He is 
justifiably severe on Fry, but he regards The Dark is Light Enough as his best 
play. But not even Dame Edith Evans could make that play very interesting. 
Fry had listened to his critics and purged his style of decorative imagery; but this 
imagery, however deplorable, was good fun at least. 
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If sound radio has a future, perhaps the future of verse drama lies in that 
medium rather than in the theatre. Under Milk Wood is more successful as a 
poetic drama than any of the verse plays discussed by Mr. Donoghue; and some 
of MacNeice's radio plays show what can be done to make a mass audience 
accept verse. Mr. Donoghue does not discuss l\tlacNeice's translation of 
Agamemnon in which he seems to me to solve the problem of modern dramatic 
verse morc successfully than Pound does. 
Finally, it should be mentioned that in spite of the wide range of Mr. 
Donoghue's critical reading he does not allude to Peacock's Poet in the Theatre, 
perhaps the best discussion of the difficulties of the modern poetic dramatist, nor 
to John l\1iddleton Murry's excellent criticism of Eliot's plays in Unprofessional 
Essays. 
KENNETH 1\11 VIR 
University of Liverpool 
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